Toyota 22 re

Toyota Motor Corporation produced the 2. The turbocharged 22RTE had a brief to production
run. The engine underwent a significant redesign in to solve timing chain problems. There were
few differences between post 22R and 22RE engines other than the 22RE having fuel injection.
The 22R was the successor to the 2. The 20R, 22R and 22RE enjoyed immense popularly with
Toyota owners in North America for their workhorse dependability and reasonable power
packed in tight four-cylinder blocks. Through , the 20R and 22R powered the Celicas, which was
one of Toyota's premier sellers in the late s to mids. The engines featured hemispherical,
swirl-inducing combustion chambers not unlike the Hemi engine design by Chrysler. They had
efficient cross-flow heads and long 3. The 22R had round exhaust ports and the 22RE had
keyhole-shaped exhaust ports. The 22RTE, which powered some pickups and 4Runners,
derived from the 22RE, but with a different head and block, dished pistons and combustion
chambers shaped differently. The 22RTE also featured different oil passages. In addition to the
Celica, the 22R powered the Toyota Corona, to Hilux pickup, to pickup and the 4Runner. The
22RE powered the to Hilux, the to standard pickup and the to 4Runner. However, the Celica
entered in the race had a U. The team dropped the 22RE in the Celica, qualified for the race, and
then finished third place behind two six-cylinder BMWs. It was the highest finish for any
22RE-powered Toyota. The carbureted 22R, from to , developed 72 horsepower and foot-pounds
of torque. The to 22R generated 81 horsepower and foot-pounds of torque. The 22RE in
produced 78 horsepower and a foot-pound torque rating, and then saw output climb in to 84
horsepower and foot-pounds of torque. Toyota motorhomes had different horsepower ratings.
The turbocharged 22RTE generated horsepower and a whopping foot-pounds of torque. Both
the 22R and 22RE had a 9-to-1 compression ratio. Carburetors varied through the production
run. The 22R initially featured a stock single-barrel cfm carb. However, owners could also fit
their 22Rs with a single-barrel cfm Weber, dual Webbers with or cfm, or the dual Mikuni 40 PHH
or 44 PHH with cfm and cfm respectively. Rob Wagner is a journalist with over 35 years
experience reporting and editing for newspapers and magazines. His experience ranges from
legal affairs reporting to covering the Middle East. Specs The carbureted 22R, from to ,
developed 72 horsepower and foot-pounds of torque. The 22R engine was the successor to the
2. The 20R, 22R and 22RE have been hugely popular with Toyota owners in North America for
their workhorse reliability and reasonable power packaged in narrow four-cylinder blocks. The
engines had hemispherical, vortex combustion chambers, not much different from the design of
the Chrysler Hemi engine. They had efficient cross-flow heads and long 3. The 22R engine had
round exhaust vents while the 22RE had keyhole shaped exhaust vents. Toyota Motor Corp
produced the 2. The turbocharged 22RTE engine had a short production run from to The engine
underwent significant changes in to address timing chain problems. There were several
differences between the 22R and 22RE engines after , apart from the 22RE with fuel injection. In
addition to the Celica, the 22R engine ran a Toyota Corona, a Hilux pickup, a pickup, and a
4Runner. The 22RE was equipped with a Hilux, a standard pickup and a 4Runner. From to , the
22RE was produced with a maximum output of horsepower at rpm. The maximum torque
reached at rpm. It had a displacement of 2, cc. The compression of the engine was 9. From to ,
Toyota made the engine a little more powerful. The maximum power was increased to at rpm.
The maximum torque has been increased to at rpm. Displacement remained at cc. Cm, as well
as compression at 9. The 22R engine carburetor, from to , developed 72 horsepower and lb-ft of
torque. From to , the 22R generated 81 horsepower and lb-ft of torque. The 22RE produced 78
horsepower and a rated torque of ft-lb in , and then in increased to 84 horsepower and ft-lb of
torque. Toyota had different power ratings. The turbocharged 22RTE produced horsepower and
lb-ft of torque. Both the 22R engine and 22RE had 9: 1 compression ratios. Carburetors were
changed during production. The 22R originally featured a standard cfm single-barrel carburetor.
However, owners can also equip their 22R with a cfm single-barrel Weber. The difference
between the two engines is that the 22REC met Californian emission equipment standards,
which mainly consist of additional vacuum hoses and emission control valves. Horsepower and
torque remained the same between the two engines. The engines remained in production until
The 22REC, designated the engine, met all California emissions requirements. The 22RE and
22REC engines produced to horsepower and to pounds depending on the model year. The
compression ratio throughout the production run was 9. The bore was 3. Toyota refined its 2.
The engine used hemispherical combustion chambers, designed by analogy with the muscular
Chrysler Hemi engines. This also resulted in cleaner emissions. A vacuum hose connected the
EGR to the bimetallic vacuum changeover valve at the front of the engine. The 22RE also
features a dashboard, emission control device that helps burn fuel when the throttle is closed
and connected to a vacuum transfer valve. However, sitting side by side with all of its emissive
details, the 22REC was easily distinguished from the 22RE. The automaker also equipped the
22REC with an external air vent control valve, resonator, two vacuum switches and a pair of

thermal switches. The Toyota 22R engine 2. This engine was seriously updated in and its power
increased by more than 10 hp. The 2. This engine was seriously updated in ; many parts of the
two revisions of the unit are incompatible. The Toyota 22R-TE 2. This is a very rare power unit
and is practically not found in our secondary market. Save my name, email, and website in this
browser for the next time I comment. Home Cars. What is Volvo PowerPulse Mean? Renault
Nissan 2. Engines Toyota. Jump To Article. Please enter your comment! Please enter your name
here. You have entered an incorrect email address! Recent Posts. Jasmine Lee 0. If you need a
used car with a small diesel engine, even though the repair costs are very high, there are
several attractive offers Article may contain affiliate links. As an Amazon Associate I earn from
qualifying purchases. The 4 cylinder 2. The majority of the applications that this engine was
used in were not for North America. In North America, the most common uses of this engine
were in the Toyota pickup truck from until and in the Toyota 4Runner from until In addition to
being used in these applications, the engine was also placed in the Toyota Hilux, Celica, and
Corona, in addition to the Volkswagen Taro, which was essentially a re-badged Toyota Hilux.
The 22R was first available in with the 22RE becoming available in One major change that
occurred on the 22R when the 22RE was introduced was that both engines switched from
having a dual-row timing chain to having a single-row timing chain. In the engines had another
major overhaul, with essentially all major parts being changed in one way or another. The post
engine version was then in production for quite some time. The engine was available until in the
Toyota Hilux, pick and 4Runner, while the engine remained available 2 more years until in the
Volkswagen Taro. This is an engine that is still well known for its durability. Many that drove
this engine say that it was the best Toyota every built, despite the fact that it was not an
overpowering engine. Does your 22RE need to be freshened up? Check out the Evergreen
Toyota 2. This was the case until the already mentioned major change in In the max horsepower
increased to at the same engine speed while the peak torque was lb-ft at RPM. The engine is 2.
The cylinder bore was measured at 3. The original 22RE was a cast iron engine. Another feature
of this engine that helped with the durability was the use of soft piston rings. This allowed the
cylinder bores to avoid ridges throughout the life of the engine. The valvetrain on this engine
used a conventional push rod setup with the camshaft in the block. The 4 cylinder engine had 1
intake and 1 exhaust valve per cylinder, for a total of 8 valves. The Toyota 22RE provides the
most important thing that people want out of their engine, reliability. Although the engine was
phased out in , it is likely that many of these engines are still on the road as there are reports of
this engine reaching kk miles, with some reports of an engine reaching 1 million miles.
Although the engine has limited amount of power, with the most ever seen coming in at
horsepower, these durability numbers helped to build a quality name for Toyota that is still alive
to this day. Fuel injected. Runs great. Rebuilt transmission miles ago. ARB bumper Bulletproof
22re motor and 5-speed manual trans, this truck will run forever! Clean inside and out! Call
Comes with 2 extra tires and rims. Has Toyota brush guard. Doesnt burn, smoke, or leak I have
a factory turbo Toyota pick up 4wd. When I got the truck it had a regular 22re installed, I put all
the factory turbo motor back in the truck brand new motor I have all the papers to show some of
the parts were a Transmission rebuilt at k with new clutch, front differential Last year of the
solid axle. Runs and drives but engine has tick at around 3,rpm. Body is clean other than a
couple dents and common rear quarter rust. NO OBO. I have a toyota pickup for sale. Heat
works great. AC, sunroof, manual lockouts. Truck has k miles, engine 70k miles. Call or text for
more information. AC and CD player. Manual lock outs. Mileage- k. I also have extra parts Low
miles only on 22re 4 cylinder. I have a toyota ex cab i use mostly for four wheeling. I need to sell
my Toyota has brand new rebuild on 22RE motor and clutch, trans new exhaust and new
steering components front trans axles shocks on front and rear and new breaks it has a lift kit
as you can see in pictures 80 percent Sort By. Date recent Price highest first Price lowest first.
Sort by Date recent Price highest first Price lowest first. On page 20 40 Seller: Recycler. Los
Angeles, CA. Orland, CA. Location: Orland, CA Transmission: manual. Butte, MT. Location:
Butte, MT Transmission: manual. Honolulu, HI. Location: Honolulu, HI 0. Chattanooga, TN.
Location: Chattanooga, TN 0. Billings, MO. Location: Billings, MO 0. Lakeland, FL. Location:
Lakeland, FL 0. Bellingham, MA. Location: Bellingham, MA 0. Flagstaff, AZ. Location: Flagstaff,
AZ 0. Lynchburg, MS. Location: Lynchburg, MS 0. Huntsville, AL. Location: Huntsville, AL 0.
Lexington, IL. Location: Lexington, IL 0. Asheville, NC. Location: Asheville, NC 0. Boise, ID.
Location: Boise, ID 0. Lubbock, TX. Location: Lubbock, TX 0. Modesto, CA. Location: Modesto,
CA 0. Raleigh, MS. Make offer. Location: Raleigh, MS 0. Our family owned and operated Toyota
dealership in Hillside, New Jersey, provides customized shopping plans, comprehensive
financing assistance and professional maintenance work, so don't hesitate to trade in your
current vehicle and upgrade to a new Toyota Camry sedan, drop by Route 22 Toyota today! If
you're a driver in the area that is tired of dealing with dummies, visit our car dealer to enjoy the

stress-free automotive experience that you deserve. Feel free to contact our team at no matter
the auto need you're looking to fulfill! Our Route 22 Toyota sales department can introduce you
to both the new and used cars we have for sale while our finance center starts to explore the
competitive loan terms you can put to use. Our new and used Toyota dealership near Elizabeth,
NJ, is an industry leader in innovation, so don't hesitate to experience the difference our
professional assistance will have on your RAV4 repair or maintenance process. Feel free to
browse our resources online from your nearby Newark home to learn more about our dealership
and the services we provide or simply drop by for a personalized experience! Route 22 Toyota
offers competitively priced Toyota models, so if you're a driver in Hillside, New Jersey, that is
looking for new cars for sale , visit us to learn more about models like the Corolla, Tacoma and
Prius. Contact us today to learn more about amenities, add-on features and warranties! Enjoy
Toyota financing services near Newark, NJ, visit our new and used dealership today! Our Route
22 Toyota's finance department works with auto shoppers of all backgrounds and credit scores,
and we're dedicated to ensuring you're able to review comprehensive packages that offer
competitive terms. From alternative financing options to no credit or those with pristine scores,
Route 22 Toyota has a loan solution for you. Visit us to apply for Toyota financing or use our
interactive website to complete one of our credit applications from your nearby Elizabeth home
now! Our new and used Toyota dealer is able to assist with your original equipment
manufacturer needs, as we sell genuine auto parts and accessories. Get in touch with our parts
department to learn about the benefits that OEM products provide or to receive help with part
identification. Drivers in nearby Newark, New Jersey, can even place a Toyota part order online
from their home, thanks to our dealer's secure form. Protect the performance of your vehicle,
use genuine auto parts from Route 22 Toyota when completing maintenance work at home!
Motorists looking for used cars for sale near Elizabeth, New Jersey, that offer like-new quality,
turn to our dealership in Hillside. Here at Route 22 Toyota, we have a range of pre-owned
options to explore, including Toyota vehicles and models from other reputable brands. Used car
shoppers that are looking for an added layer of peace of mind are encouraged to reach out to
our auto sales department to hear about the multi-point inspection and reconditioning process
our Certified Pre-Owned Toyota vehicles go through! With assistance from the ASE and Toyota
certified technicians over in our dealership's service department , drivers in the Hillside, NJ,
area can keep their Highlander running smoothly. As your local Toyota dealer, we keep our
maintenance prices competitive, offer service specials and use genuine components to
complete work. Don't hesitate to schedule an auto service no matter the brand of vehicle you
drive. Our Route 22 Toyota team will care for your ride and get you back on the open road in a
timely manner. We pride ourselves on being an auto industry leader in innovation and provide
customized sales, finance and maintenance assistance. We're also a dealership that stays
actively involved in the communities we serve, like sponsoring the local Boys and Girls Club.
Purchase from a car dealer that gives back to the community, contact Route 22 Toyota in
Hillside, New Jersey, today! We want to know what you think about the Toyota 4Runner. Call Us.
Covid19 Prevention. Open Today! New Used Certified. New Inventory. Used Inventory. New
Specials. Certified Used Inventory. Schedule Service. New Vehicles. Used Vehicles. Purchase
Now. Get Pre-Approved. Toyota Models. Avalon Hybrid. Camry Hybrid. Corolla Hybrid. Corolla
Hatchback. GR Supra. Highlander Hybrid. Land Cruiser. Prius Prime. RAV4 Hybrid. Yaris
Hatchback. Shop Our Express Store. Start Shopping. See How it Works. Start Shopping See
How it Works. What We Do. Stock Stylish New Toyota Models Route 22 Toyota offers
competitively priced Toyota models, so if you're a driver in Hillside, New Jersey, that is looking
for new cars for sale , visit us to learn more about models like the Corolla, Tacoma and Prius.
Sell Genuine Parts and Accessories Our new and used Toyota dealer is able to assist with your
original equipment manufacturer needs, as we sell genuine auto parts and accessories. Offer
Impressive Pre-Owned Selections Motorists looking for used cars for sale near Elizabeth, New
Jersey, that offer like-new quality, turn to our dealership in Hillside. Sales: Sales: Open Today!
View this post on Instagram. Advanced Search Search Tips. Shortblock core required for
warranty activation! We cover core return shipping expenses! Unlimited Mile Warranty. This
engine is complete with the block, everything internal to the block, the head, oil pump, and
installation gaskets. With this engine you get:. You can't find a better deal! Call us today!
Warrany upgrades available on the web site. Additional Shipping. We promise to never spam
you, and just use your email address to identify you as a valid customer. Showing reviews of 14
Next. We love our engine,had to do a little bit of twerking to the timing,other then that it runs
and sounds good. Engine started right up and runs smoothly with no noise. I used the "Right
Stuff" for pan gasket. None was provided with the gasket kit. Thank you for the new engine that
I purchased from you. It was my first longblock engine job. You were also great in answering a
couple questions before starting it up. The engine fired right up and felt good and tight. I

couldn't be happier with the outcome of this experience. Again, it was great doing business with
you. Have not had time to put the motor together would like to comment when motor is finished.
It was packaged and came with the gasket set which was a big surprise. I bought the new motor
with head. Delivered yesterday, not installed yet. Appears to be a good assembly. The
instructions, cautions and check list, including oil pressure check are very good. I anticipate no
problems and am looking forward to having a new truck. Just got my 22r long block motor. Im in
the break end period. Asked my mechanic what he thought he said "Great motor with lots of
power" I agree. Daniel in customer service was excellent. My thanks also to everyone behind
the scenes. Please wait Search Advanced Search Search Tips. Search By Vehicle Select Year.
See 3 more pictures. Minimum Purchase:. Maximum Purchase:. Residential Delivery:. Truck Lift
Gate:. Buy in bulk and save. Sorry but this item is currently unavailable. Please check back at a
later stage. Unlimited Mile Warranty This engine is complete with the block, everything internal
to the block, the head, oil pump, and installation gaskets. Enter your name: optional. Toyota
Engine Remanufactured 22re or 22r Long Block Toyota Engine 22re or 22r Short Block Choose
Options. Related Products. You Recently Viewed Add To Cart. We accept. All Rights Reserved.
Due to heavy volume, our current lead time on rebuilt engines is weeks. This is for all Engines
that will ship, be picked up or installed. Engines will ship by freight or local pickup. Any other
method selected below will ship additional cart items separately from your engine. Call for a
quote to your address. Some of you may have even bought oneâ€¦. We do some pretty fancy
stuff to to make sure our engines will hold up to the next , miles. Still not enough? Please
choose the core charge option when checking out. Please allow 30 days for your core charge to
be returned after we receive your core and inspect it according to the core return guidelines.
You can bring your core when you pick up your engine or make arrangements to have it
shipped to us. You are responsible for the shipping and transportation cost of your core. When
shipping your core, it may cost as much as your core charge. In that case, we still encourage
you to send some of the lighter weight items from your core to us. Vehicle Parts Filter Select
Year Select Make. Select Model. Your Cart. Our Toyota 22RE 2. The 22R is also commonly
referred to as a 22RE, both terminologies are correct. Our huge inventory covers flat top piston
22RE models that are manufactured between to Unlike most companies who sell a rebuilt 22RE,
our engines come completely remanufactured with an assortment of upgraded Parts specifically
designed to increase the performance and longevity of a 22R long block. Every 22RE block
must pass our magnaflux inspection designed detect any microscopic flaws or cracking. Blocks
are then thermal cleaned followed by steel micro blasting until they achieve a brilliant
appearance. Once a block is fully cleaned, we begin our precision boring and honing process.
Using a carbon two-stage power hone we can maximize the sealed area and ensure to precisely
meet the recommended RMA readings. Computerized micrometers are used to resize rods with
strict accordance to factory recommendations. Crankshaft's are precision cut and micro
polished to achieve a 12 RMA reading or better. We meticulously mill each Cylinder Head until
perfect alignment and sealing of the head gasket is achieved. Our Cylinder Heads are
assembled using a new valve stem and seals that feature the latest in high temperature
technologies increasing heat resi
gy6 150cc wiring diagram
2004 chevy signal wiring diagram
gx390 clone engine
stance and longevity. These polished Cylinder Heads are pressure tested using magnetic
detection to eliminate the chance of cracks or flaws unseen by the human eye. Before each
head is mated their block using the correct torque valve we vacuum test all seals for proper
seating. Triple angled cutters are used to machine the valve seats ensuring proper pressures
and flow. All valves, valve springs and valve guides must pass our stringent process of meeting
and exceeding OEM specifications. Heads are aligned for proper bore consistency. Every
remanufactured long block has been specifically engineered to help improve the inherent flaws
and failure points that can be found in many of today's engines. Our Toyota 22R or 22RE 2.
Toyota 22R 22RE 2. Tax excluded Delivery: 1 to 3 weeks. Vehicle Year Vehicle Year. Custom
long block assembly We meticulously mill each Cylinder Head until perfect alignment and
sealing of the head gasket is achieved. Product Details. Condition New product. Quick view.

